Combined use of Raman Lidar and DIAL measurements and MESO-NH model simulations for the characterization of complex water vapour field structures, their genesis and their role in the activation of Mesoscale Convective Systems
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As part of the Cevennes-Vivarais site, the University of Basilicata Raman lidar system BASIL (Di Girolamo et al., 2009, 2012, 2916) was deployed in Candillargues (Cévennes-Vivarais Southern France Lat: 43°37′ N; Long: 04°04′ E; Elev: 1 m) and operated throughout the duration of HyMeX-SOP 1 (September-November 2012), providing highresolution and accurate measurements, both in daytime and night-time, of atmospheric temperature, water vapour mixing ratio and particle backscattering and extinction coefficient at three wavelengths.
Measurements carried out by BASIL on 28 September 2012 reveal a water vapour field characterized by a quite complex vertical structure. Reported measurements were run in the time interval between two consecutive heavy precipitation events, from 15:30 UTC on 28 September to 03:30 UTC on 29 September 2012. Throughout most of this
observation period, lidar measurements reveal the presence of four distinct humidity layers.
The present research effort aims at assessing the origin and transport path of the different humidity filaments observed by BASIL on this day. The analysis approach relies on the comparison between Raman lidar measurements and MESO-NH and NOAA-HYSPLIT model simulations. Back-trajectory analyses from MESO-NH reveal that air masses
ending in Candillargues at different altitudes levels are coming and are originated from different geographical regions.
The four distinct humidity layers observed by BASIL are also identified in the water vapour mixing ratio profiles collected by the air-borne DIAL LEANDRE 2 on-board of the French research aircraft ATR42. The exact correspondence, in terms of back-trajectories computation and water budget, between the humidity layers observed by BASIL and
those identified in LEANDRE2 measurements has been verified based on a dedicated simulation effort.
In this research work we also try to identify the presence of dry layers and cold pools and assess their role in the genesis of the mesoscale convective systems and the heavy precipitation events observed on 29 September 2012 based on the combined use of water vapour mixing ratio and temperature profile measurements from BASIL and water vapour
mixing ratio profile measurements from LEANDRE 2, again supported by MESO-NH simulations.
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IOP 8 - BASIL, Candillargues, 43°36'40.10"N ; 4° 4'15.80"E, 28-29 September 2012
Range Corrected Signal at 1064 nm: T=1 min; z =30 m

IOP 8 - BASIL, Candillargues, 28-29 September 2012, Water vapour mixing ratio: T=5 min; z =30 m
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Raman lidar measurements were run in the time interval
between two consecutive heavy precipitation events.
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Characterization of complex
water vapour field structures
and their genesis is also
beneficial for a deeper
comprehension of the two
HPE events.

Raman lidar measurements by BASIL are possible in the
presence of very light precipitation events, like those
observed (above) around 16:00 UTC and in the time intervals
18:30-20:30 UTC and 00:30-03:30 UTC.
The figure above reveals the presence of Virga events (black ellipses), with most precipitating
particles sublimating before reaching surface (complete subl. observed only during the first event
at 16:00 UTC).
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Trasportable Raman Lidar - BASIL

Measured parameters (day and night):
• particle backscattering coeff. @ 355, 532 and 1064 nm 3
• particle extinction coeff. @ 355 and 532 nm
2
• depolarization ratio @ 355 & 532 nm,

• atmospheric temperature (Rotational Raman technique)
• water vapour mixing ratio (Roto-vibrational Raman technique)
• relative humidity from simultaneous measurements of
temperature and water vapor mixing ratio
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Relatively high water
vapour mixing ratio
values are observed
throughout most part
of the troposphere,
with a value of 3 g kg1 around 6 km.

Throughout most of this observation period, lidar measurements reveal the presence of
four distinct humid layers:
• a surface layer extending up to 0.4-0.8 km a.s.l., with mH2O up to 6 g kg-1;
• a filamentary structure, first observed around 17:30 UTC, progressively descending from ~1 km down to
~0.5 km and a variable vertical extent within the range 100-400 m, with mH2O up to 7 g kg-1;
• two upper humid layers: one from ~1.3 km to ~2.5 km, with values of mH2O up to 7.5 g kg-1, and one
above up to approx. 4 km, with values of mH2O not exceeding 6 g kg-1.

For the purpose of this
analysis
the
nonhydrostatic
numerical
research model MESONH was run over a 1446
x 1778 km2 domain
(35°-48° N, 8° W-16° E),
with
a
horizontal
resolution of 2.5 km.
Back-trajectory analyses
from MESO-NH used to
determine the origin of
the different air masses
reaching Candillargues
at different altitudes
levels.
The considered model
run started at 00:00 UTC
on 27 September 2012
and ended at 00:00 UTC
on 29 September 2012;
consequently,
backtrajectories
can
be
extended back in time
for a max of 48 hours to
00:00 UTC on 27
September 2012.

